A class of optimal control problems in viscous flow is studied. Main results are the Pontryagin maximum principle and the verification theorem for the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation characterising the feedback problem. The maximum principle is established by two quite different methods.
Introduction
Optimal control theory of viscous flow has several applications in engineering science. In [20] , a fundamental optimal control problem in exterior hydrodynamics was studied. In that paper, the task of accelerating an obstacle from rest to a given speed in a given time, minimising the energy expenditure, was considered. In [13] a unified formulation of optimal control problems in viscous hydrodynamics, covering wind tunnel flow, flow inside containers and exterior hydrodynamics, was considered. Both of these papers were concerned with proving existence theorems for optimal control. The present paper is a sequel to these papers. In this paper we establish the following two fundamental steps in the optimal control of viscous incompressible flow:
(i) the Pontryagin maximum principle to obtain the necessary conditions;
(ii) an analysis of the feedback problem using the infinite dimensional HamiltonJacobi-Bellman equations.
In Section 2, we consider a nonlinear evolution equation in a Hilbert space with a certain type of cost functional. The form of this system represents several control problems in fluid mechanics. The major theorems of this paper are stated in Section 2 and proved in later sections. This section also contains the hypotheses on various operators and, as shown in [13] , these are in fact satisfied for the specific flow control problems.
In Section 3 we consider the task of computing the optimal control. The Pontryagin maximum principle we prove in this section provides the necessary conditions for such computations, in the form of an adjoint backward linear evolution problem and a variational inequality which states that a certain Hamiltonian takes its maximum value at the optimal control. The maximum principle proved in this section is powerful, in the sense that it accommodates a very general target condition. Ekeland's variational principle plays a key role in this proof.
In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we elaborate the dynamic programming concept introduced to fluid mechanics in [19] .
In Section 4 we consider the feedback problem. The value function is defined as the minimum value of the cost. It is shown that the value function is locally Lipschitz. An important result proved in this context is that the value function is a viscosity solution (in the sense of Crandall and Lions [5, 6] ) of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation associated with our control problem.
In Section 5 we use the method in [3, 4] to provide another proof for the Pontryagin maximum principle. In this proof, however, no target set is included.
Finally, we establish the verification theorem for the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in Section 6. This theorem provides the mathematical resolution of the feedback control problem for the Navier-Stokes equations.
Some of the results of this paper were announced in [21].
Unified mathematical formulation and main theorems
As in [13] , we consider the general control system: (siy,y) H^0 , VyeD(si).
The origin belongs to the resolvent set of si.
For a ^ 0, we denote by H a the space D(si"). This space is a Hilbert space equipped with its natural inner product (y, z) a = (s/"y, si*z) H . The inner product (-,-)« corresponds to the norm ||j>|| a = I I^^H H -For oc^O, H a is the closure of H under the norm ||-|| a .
The nonlinear term ^T(-) is unbounded and satisfies the following hypothesis:
The following result is useful in the justification of (2.3) and other integral equations of this paper.
LEMMA 2.4 ([13,16,18]). Let si be self-adjoint and non-negative definite, and let S{t) = exp {-tsi) be the analytic semigroup generated by -si. Then:
(I) for any CeH, si^S{-% e L 2 (0, oo; H) and ll^(o,=o : fl) = -^l l f l U . (2) (3) (4) 
Let g(-) e L 2 (a, b; H) be given. If we define the function y(t)= S(t-r)g(r)dr, a^t^b,

))^-/^ \\g(-)\\ L 2 (a,b;H)-(2-6) V2 (III) The function y(-) has a derivative 8 t y(t) in L 2 (a, b; H); moreover, y(-) e L 2 (a, b; D(si)) and
\L^MH), (2-7)
\\ L 2 ia , b , H) , (2.8)
and d t y(t) + s/y(t)=g(t), for t a.e. in [a, ft]. (2.9)
In certain of our results, we shall consider controls whose values are restricted to lie in some subset U (the control set) off. In these cases, we denote by Ji{Q, T; U) the space of all strongly measurable functions [/(•) such that U(t)eU a.e. in 0 ^ t ^ T.
The space Jf ad (0, T; U) of admissible controls is
J? ad (0, T;U) = Jt(0,T,U),
when U is bounded, and
J? ad (0, T; U) = JK{0,T, U)nL 2 (0, T; U)
when f/is unbounded. Solvability of (2.3) was studied in [13] . The solutions of (2.3) will be denoted by y(t) = y(t, T; C; U) to indicate dependence on the parameters. The cost functional of the problem is of the form
tf(r, T, f, U) = <p o (y(T, T; f; I/)) + j {&(t,y(t, r, f; U)) + Y(t, U(t))} dt. (2.10)
The task is to find the optimal control U e Ji ai { §, T; U) that minimises the cost functional <^(T, x, £ C7) subject to the target condition y(T,r,£U)eY<=H (2.11) to be satisfied by the trajectories, where the closed set Y is called the target set. Here <p 0 , 0 and Y are real-valued functions satisfying the following properties: HYPOTHESIS 
<p o (-):H->R + and has a continuous Frechet derivative [D<p o~] (y).
HYPOTHESIS 2.6. 0(t, j):[0, T] x H+.-tR is continuous locally bounded and the Frechet derivative [2)^0] (£, y) continuous and locally bounded (as an //_ ^-valued function) in [0, T] x H i .
For the feedback problem, the following stronger hypothesis on 0(-, •) will be used:
HYPOTHESIS 2.7. 0(-, 
Y(t, U(t)) dt^R implies \\ U(t) \\ 2 F dt ^ C(R).
We assume that the cost functional <^(T, T, £ U) (or rather, the part that depends directly on U) is weakly lower semicontinuous:
For the feedback problem we again use a stronger hypothesis on Y(-, 
We associate to the above control problem the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation: Let us now state the central theorems of this paper. The first theorem provides the necessary conditions for optimal control and two proofs will be given. The proof in Section 3 uses Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8 and 2.9. The proof in Section 5 uses Hypotheses 2.1-2.3 and 2.5-2.10 as well as certain additional properties of the nonlinear operator Jf which are specific to the Navier-Stokes control problem. THEOREM 
and p(T)-lD<p o l(y(T))eN Y (y(T)), where N Y (y(T)) is the Clarke normal cone to Y at y(T) (see Definition 3.4). Moreover, Y*(t, -31*p{t)) = ~<®*P(t), U(t)y F * XF -Y(t, iJ(t)), t a.e. in [T, T]
and if in addition Hypothesis 2.10 is satisfied, then
Here [_D y J/"\*(y) is the adjoint of the Frechet derivative of jV(y(t)) at y.
In Sections 4-6 we prove, for the case of Y = H (constraint free final state), the following theorem under Hypotheses 2.1-2.3 and 2.5-2.10 and certain additional properties (see [13, Theorem 3] and, for some p e d^ i^{t, £),
Moreover, the optimal control U is given by the feedback relation:
Here the super differential 3 C + Y is defined as follows (t is suppressed) [6, 
Pontryagin maximum principle via the Ekeland variational principle
In this section we prove the maximum principle when the final state y(t, T; £; U) is subjected to the target condition (2.11). We first formulate our control problem as a nonlinear programming problem and derive a necessary condition in terms of the set of variations of the state and the cost functional. We then analyse the linearisation of the system (2.1). These results are used in the following two subsections, and also later in the analysis of the feedback problem. We also compute the variations and discuss their convergence properties. Finally we use the results of the first three subsections to establish the maximum principle.
Infinite-dimensional programming and the maximum principle
We shall use Ekeland's approach to the maximum principle [7] as generalised to infinite dimensional systems in [8, 9, 10, 11] . In the last two works optimal control problems are treated as particular cases of the following problem: In the application we have in mind, f(U) is defined as the final value of the state:
f(U)=y(T,z;C,U)
and f c (U) is taken as the cost functional:
Let us first recall certain basic tools of nonsmooth analysis. DEFINITION 
(Contingent cone
The set of variations of g at U will be denoted by dg(U). and
The set of directional derivatives of g at U will be denoted by d o g(U). Finally, if {Z n } is a sequence of subsets of a metric space Ji, then Kuratowski 's lim inf is denned as the set lim inf Z-~ \z e Ji;3 {z.}, z n e Z n such that z = lim z n >.
n-> QO I n-* oo I
Our proof of the maximum principle will be based on the following theorem of Kuhn-Tucker type. The assumptions are the following, where ( £ m denotes the minimum of (3.1) subject to (3.2) .
(a) The metric space Ji is complete. if U e D(f c ),
are lower semicontinuous for any y e Y and 6 ^ ^m -e for some e > 0.
(c) The target set Y is closed. and a sequence {(fi n , z n )} c R x H satisfying Subtracting || (?",*") II (which is equal to <g n (U",y")) from both sides, dividing by I.*II)II a n d letting n->co, we deduce that
Since w e C y (/(t/)) is arbitrary, we deduce from Definition 3.4 that z e Af y (/(l/)). As before, in this limiting argument we have used the fact that z n ->z weakly and w" -»w strongly implies (z n , w") H Then every weakly convergent subsequence of {z n } has a nonzero limit.
Proof. Let {z n } be a subsequence (denoted by the same symbol) convergent to zero. Let x be an interior point of A and let B(x, S), S > 0 be a ball contained in A. For each n there exists y n e conv (AJ and p n eP with x + 8z n =y n +p n .
By compactness, we may assume that {/>"} is strongly convergent. Since (3.24) extends from A n to conv (A n ), we have
Since z n is weakly convergent to zero and p n is strongly convergent, we should have
We thus conclude that
This contradicts the fact that {z n } is weakly convergent to zero.
•
Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.6. Assume that (3.12) contains a ball B(x, 3)
.
If (3.12) contains an interior point in H, it is then evident that the intersection (3.22) will contain an interior point in E as well. We apply Lemma 3.7 to the sequence { -(n n ,z n )}. The second condition in (3.8) implies (3.23); as for (3.24) it is (3.9).
Remark 3.8. We note here that in the above arguments concerning the condition (3.12), the compact set Q does not seem to play any role. In fact this set can be omitted in condition (3.12) if the remaining set
contains an interior point. However, there are special cases such as the exterior hydrodynamics problem described in [13] where the target set is in the form F = X x {l T } with X<= Ha hyperplane (subspace of codimension one) and {l T } is a point in the one-dimensional linear submanifold. In such cases, the contingent cone of Y cannot contain an interior point due to the fact that its intersection with this linear submanifold is a point. It is precisely this type of case where A R can be compensated by adding a compact set Q so that the sum will contain an interior point. Here the intersection of Q with such a finite dimensional linear manifold can simply be a ball.
The linearised equation
We study in this section the linear initial value problem z^t^T, (3.25)
under Hypothesis 2.1 on «$/ and the following assumption on L(t):
x^t^T, L(t) is a linear bounded operator from H x into H-0. The function t ->L(t) e S^(H a ; H*_ p) is continuous (in the uniform operator topology of operators).
Hypothesis 3.9 is equivalent to requiring that for each t e [T, T], stf ~pL(t)srf~* be a linear bounded operator in H and that the function t^>stf~l 3 L(t)3?~a e J5?(/7; H) be continuous in the uniform operator topology. The results on (3.25)-(3.26) will be applied to the operator L(t) = [_D y jV](y(t, x; £; C/)), where y(t, z; (; U) is a trajectory of the nonlinear system (2.1); here we use Hypothesis 2.2 and take a = \. We shall also treat the adjoint 'final value problem'
* is a continuous function in the uniform topology of operators, so that L(s)* also satisfies Hypothesis 3.9 with a and )3 switched. We only treat the case a == \ below, since the case a. < \ is simpler; the necessary modifications will be pointed out later.
In the computation of the variations, we only need to consider z 0 = 0 in (3.25)-(3.26); however, in the adjoint initial value problem we have no information on the final condition z 0 , thus we have to consider the general case £ e H. To unify the two cases, we shall only assume that z 0 e H in (3.26 ( 
Moreover,
Proof. Proof of case (I) is similar to that for the nonlinear problem. We use the analogue of the integral equation ([13, (23)]) with w(t) = s/"z(t),
Existence of local solutions of (3.34) is proved in exactly the same way as for [13,(23) ]. To show that the solutions actually exist (and are unique) in the whole interval x ^ t ^ T, we note, using Holder's inequality if a <\ and Lemma 2.4 (II) if a = 5 in the integral equation (3.34) , that
\t-a)-*-i>\\z{a)\\*do.
C\ + / ! is similar to the constant in [13, equation (24) ], K a bound for \\si/~pL(a)s/^i \\ in the interval x ^t^T. Applying [13, Proposition 7] we obtain an a priori bound of the form [13, (25) ] in arbitrary intervals z^t^T', T > x, thus the solution can be extended by [13, Lemma 3] .
Let us now consider case (II). We again use the integral equation (3.34) . This time, the space is C^Qt, T~\;H), consisting of all functions w(-) continuous in To prove (lib), we note first that using the beta integral (3.35) and the estimate (3.31) we get 1 l l^) l l^^C (^' l | l l C ( ) 
(a) The solution operator £f(t, s) belongs to ^{H; H) and to ££{H±, H±) for each sf^t. (b) The function (t, s)-*S?(t, s) is strongly continuous and bounded in T ^ s ^ t ^ T as an ££(H; H)-valued function and also as anj£{flx.,tl^)-valued function.
( 
we deduce that which implies the integral equation
The theory corresponding to the case a < i is simpler, since we can estimate using Holder's inequality in the last integral. We omit the details. 
where C is the constant in (3.39) and K is a bound for || j^" " L ( 0^~* I I in T ^ t ^ T. Accordingly, (3.44) follows from [13, Proposition 7 ] . The theory of the backwards adjoint initial value problem (3.27)-(3.28) runs along similar lines. The associated integral equation is 
z(t) + (^ + lD y J>1(y(t, T; C U)))z(t) = £X{t),
(3.49)
H) be such that the trajectory y(-, T; f, U) (that is, the solution of (2.1)-(2.2)) exists in i^t^ T. We noted in [13, Lemma 4] where y(-, T;£; U) is the solution of (2.1)-(2.2). We assume that the conditions of the Existence Theorem [13, Theorem 5] are satisfied, so that a solution U(-) of the optimal control problem exists. In order to obtain a maximum principle, we shall work not in the full space Ji ad (x, T; U) of admissible controls but in a subspace Ji = Jf(U,S, K) depending on the optimal control U and two parameters 5, K > 0 denned below. This subspace is defined as follows. First, we introduce the Ekeland distance
where e(U, V)= {te [T, T]; U(t) # V(t)}. This distance can also be introduced in Jl{x, T; U) (the space of strongly measurable fZ-valued functions), which becomes a complete metric space [7] (no assumptions on U are needed). On the other hand,
•^ad(t, 1) U), although also a metric space under d E , may not be complete if U is unbounded; in fact, the delimit of a sequence {[/"} <= Ji ai (x, T; U) may fail to be in 
(t) = U k (t) for k^n so that if U(t)¥=U(t) we have U k (t)^U(t) for k^n, hence I I U k (t) \\ F S K and a fortiori || U(t) \\ F ^K.
• Given the optimal control U(-), we define the set of variations (more precisely, directional derivatives) S(T, x; £; s; U; V) e df(U), where the parameter s will belong to a set e of full measure in [x, T] to be determined later. These variations are defined taking C/(A)(f) = C/ s ,i, K (t) in (3. 
{y(t, v, £ U s , x , v )-y(t, v, C; U)} -S(t, v, (; s; U; V)
in the Hi-norm. The estimations will be*for
<D(t, T; £ s; X; U; V) = k^{t,{t, T; £ U,^,) -r,{t, v, £ U)} -V(t, T; £ s; U; V), where tf(t, r, £ U) -s/*y(t, T; £ U). Since only t, s and X vary in this argument, we write d>(t, T; £ s; X; U; V) -Q>(t, s; X) to lighten the notation. Using the integral equation (2.3) (or rather [13, equation (23)]) for y(t, T; £ U s^v ) andy(t, z; £ U), we obtain the following integral equation for O(t, s; X): r, z; £ U tti , v )) -s/-*Jf(j*-±tfc, v, £ 17))]
r, z; £ C/)K"*T(r, z; £ s; U; V)} dr
Writing
X-1 (^~"^(^~ii(r,r,£ U,, x , v ))-s/->^-(st-*ti(r,r,C; U))} ' * i i i r , z; £ U))^~^(r, z; £ s; U; V) z; £ U))s/-*^(r, s; X) + X^p^r, z; £ U), t,(r, z; £ [/,,,,")), where p(ti, q) = st-vjfistf-^ij) -stf-fJ^istf-^ii) -^-^D y JT{^-^ii)sil-^{ti -tf),
we obtain
<J>(t, s; A) = -s/ i+ll S(t -r)D y Jf{^--ti{r, v, f; U))^-±<t>(r; s; X) dr -\ s/* + »S(t -r)X^p(t,(r, v, £ U), t,(r, t; f; t/ M ,J) dr
Taking norms, | | * ( t , s ; A ) | | H^c | (t-r)---l l \\a>(r,s;l)\\Hdr+\\S 1 (t,s,X)\\ H +\\S 2 (t,s,X)\\H, (3.62)
where <5 1 (t, s, A) (respectively 5 2 (t, s, X)) is the second integral on the right-hand side of (3.62) (respectively the combination of the third integral and the nonintegral term).
In the result below, s e [T, T] and {fi(t, s, X); 0 < X S <5} is a family of non-negative functions in I}{z, T) with [i(t, s, X) = 0 for t^s-X, and {v(t, s, A); 0 < A § (5} is the family whose elements are denned by v(t,s,X)= {t-r)~"fi{r,s,X)dr, a < 1. (3.63)
JT , allows us to pass to the limit under the integral (3.63), which contradicts the fact that it does not tend to zero. We note finally that (b) is a consequence of (c).
Obviously, we also have v(t, s, X) = 0 for t ^ s -A. Consider the following possible properties of {fx(t, s, A)}: (a) {ju(-, s, A); 0 < A ^ <5} has equicontinuous integrals in [T, T]. (b) For any e > 0, {fi(-,s,X);O<X^d} is uniformly bounded in [s + e, T]. (c) /j(t, s, A) -»0 as A ->•(), a.e. in s-^t^T. (d) For any e > 0, v(t, s, A) -> 0 uniformly in s + e 5£ t ^ T.
LEMMA 3.17. (I) Assume that {ju(-, s, A)} satisfies (a). T/iew {v(-, s, A)} satisfies (a). (II) Assume that {jx(-, s, A)} satisfies (b). 77ie« {v(-, s, A)} satisfies (b). (III) Assume that {fi(-, s, A)} satisfies (a), (b) and (c). 77ien {v(-, s, A)} satisfies (a) am/ (d).
Proo/. (I) Let p > 0. Pick any measurable set e ^ [T, T] with meas (e)
• LEMMA 3.17. (Ill) will be applied to (3.62) as follows. Applying [13, Proposition 7] to (3.62) produces the estimate
|| <D(t,s, A) | | H g / i ( M , A)+ C I (t-ryi-i>Li(r,s,X)dr, (3.65) with n(t, s, A) = || d^t, s, A) || H + || 5 2 (t, s, A) || H , thus if we show that || S^t, s, A) || and || S 2 (t, s, A) || satisfy (a), (b) and (c) then <S>(t, s, A) will satisfy (d), which is in excess of
what we set out to prove. The other parts of Lemma 3.17 will be used in intermediate results, and conclusion (a) on equicontinuity of the integrals will be used later.
We proceed to establish (a), (b), -(c) for the families {||5 1 (-, s, A)|| H } and {||<5 2 (-,s, A)|| H }. Write 5 2 
(t, s, A) = S 21 (t, s, X) + 5 22 (t, s, A), where d 21 is the integral term. Condition (a) is obvious for b 22 since S 22 (t,s, A) = 0, f o r t < s ,
\\S 22 (t,s,l)\\ H SC(t-TrK
for t>s.
To check (a) for S 2l (-, s, A), let e be a measurable set in the interval sk^t^T.
For any V(-)e L 2 (T, T; F), we have (t,s)
\\s/*S(t-r)aV{r)\\ B drdt
e Js-i.
I \\s/*S(t-r)aV(r)\\dtdr s~). Jer,(r,T) s-X
(r u (meas(e))*^ \\stf*S(t -r)@V{r)\\ 2 dt\ dr,
Uen(i-.r) J
where we have used in the last step the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the functions 1, || st*S{--r)®V{r) \\. Using Lemma 2. 
S{s-r)<M{V-U(r))dr (3.66)
Js-X and use the fact that s is a left Lebesgue point of U(r) (thus of V(r) =V-U(r)).
We now turn to 3^-, s, X). We have 
Wd.it, s,X)^C P (t -r)-±-n~l \\p(i,{r, T; £ U), t,{r, x;
t, v, C; U. iltV ) -t,(t, z; f; U)\\£C|| U., liV -UWL^.T-.F) =
O(A*); we have to produce an ad hoc estimate. We obtain from the integral equation (2.3) (or rather [13, equation (23) 
\\p(t,(t,x;C,U),fi(t,x;C;U s^v ))\\^O
as A^O in t ^ s + e for arbitrary e, thus a.e. in T ^ t ^ T. We then apply Lemma 3.7 (III) to (3.67) This will be used below. does not converge to zero, and we obtain a contradiction on the basis of Vitali's Theorem as we did for the integral (3.63).
E c (t, T; £ s; U,V)= <[D,«](ff,^(ff, T; £ I/)), H(<r, t; £ s; C7, F ) > H _ i X H i rfa + ([Ptp o ](y(T, x; & U)), ST(T, s; f; U)@{V-U(s)) H + Y(s,V)-Y(s,U(s)).
• In order to interpret the maximum principle, we must identify elements of lim sup n _» 0O d(f c ,/)([/") , where {V} is a sequence of controls that converge to the optimal control U in the metric of the space J ((U, S, K) . The result below does this by proving a sort of continuity of the variations S c (-), S(-) with respect to U, for which Lemma 3.20 below is an auxiliary result. 
S(t,r,£s;U",V)-+S(t,T;C,s;tJ,V), see, (3.75)
everywhere in t>s.
Proof. We begin by taking 00 QO d= H U e(U",U). then e has full measure in x ^ t ^ T. If s 6 e, then s e c , s e ne n , so that (3.58) and (3.69) hold for all U" and for U. On the other hand, s$d, hence s$e{U", U) for n 2: n 0 (n 0 depending on t), so that l/"(s) = U(s) for n 2: n 0 . Using the definition (3.57) of B(t, T; £ S; U, V) for [7 = U" and 1/ = t/ and Lemma 3.20, it is clear that (3.75) holds. As for (3.74), it follows from the previous consideration, the bound (3.39) for y(t,s;C, U") (which is easily seen to be uniform in n) and the dominated convergence theorem.
The maximum principle
We apply Theorem 3.6 to the problem: H^0 , see, VeJi, (3.79) where 5^(t, s; £ U) is the solution operator of the linearised equation for see, e the set in Lemma 3.20. When U is bounded, the restriction || V\\ F^ K is automatically satisfied for K large enough. We obtain
tiU><p Q -\{y(T, x; t U)), ST{T, s; £ U)®(V-U(s))) H + ^{Y(s, V) -Y(s, t))} + n I dD y @-]{a,y((T, v, £ U)), ST{t, s; £ U)@{V-U(s))} H _, XHi da + (,y(T,s;C,U)@(VU(s)))
d t w(t) + (^ + [P y jn(y(t, t; £ U)))w(t) = 0. Define a function p(s) by p(s) = ST(s, T; £ U)* {z + nlD<po](y(T, t; £ U))} S?(s, a;
fiY(s, U) + (!M*p(s), U(s)y = min {nY(s, V) + (®*p(s), F>; VeU}. (3.83a)
We examine the condition that guarantees that the vector (n, z) in the Kuhn-Tucker inequality (3.11) is not zero, namely the fact that the intersection in (3.12) should contain an interior point. If e is the set in Lemma 3.20 which corresponds to U", then Il(conv 8(f c ,f)(U")) contains all limits of convex combinations of elements of the form
It is easy to see that these limits of convex combinations include all elements of the form
where V(-) is an arbitrary strongly measurable function such that V(a) e U. However, the U of all elements of the form (3.24) will in general have empty interior; for instance, in the linear case Jfiy) = 0 then £f(t, s; £; U) = £f(t -s) and it is easy to see using Lemma 2.4 that U c D(^), the elements of H having //^-norrn bounded, thus U cannot even be dense in a ball H. Thus to cause (3.12) to have an interior point, we have to rely on the target set Y, or, rather, on the contingent cone K Y (y"). In this way we also get a characterisation of the concept of controllability.
When 17 is unbounded, we take a sequence {«;"}, /c B -> oo and obtain (3.83a) for a multiplier {fi n ,z n ) corresponding to each subset (Ve U; \\ V\\ F K n } of the control set U. To construct a multiplier satisfying (3.83a) for the entire control set U, we take the weak limit (n, z) of (fi n , z n ). To show that (yu, z) # 0, we apply the same considerations used above for bounded control sets.
The feedback problem
In this section and in the two subsequent ones, we analyse the feedback problem for the case where the target set Y = H. This means that the final state is free of constraints. Moreover, the analysis in these three sections will use additional properties of the nonlinearity .vF(-) as denned in [13, Theorem 3] . This would correspond to the Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensional bounded and unbounded domains. The main result of the present section is that the value function •f(-, -):(0, T] x //->/? is a viscosity solution in the sense of Crandall and Lions [5, 6] to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (2.12).
The value function and its properties
We begin with a series of lemmas concerning the continuity properties of the trajectory y and the value function 'f. Proof. Let j and j be trajectories of (2.1) with initial datum £ and £, respectively. Then z = y -y solves^0 9 = 0 (4.7) and
Taking duality pairing with z in equation (4.7), we get \\A\ using the estimate of (19) of [13] . Now, using Young's inequality, we get To obtain (4.4), note that from Lemma 4.1, yeL 2 (x, T; £>(j/*)) and hence from the properties of s/ and JV{-) we deduce that y t eL 2 (z, T;D{s^^^)). Hence, by a well-known embedding theorem [15] , y e C([T, T]; H) and this gives (4.4) .
To obtain (4. Taking inner products in (4.9) by z and using the fact that £ e D{jtf*), we can obtain (4.5) as before using the estimates (17) and (19) of [13] .
Finally to obtain (4.6) we take inner product in (2.1) by s/y and use estimate (18) of [13] We use estimates (4.12)-( 4 -14) in (4.11) to deduce that Let U(t) be the optimal control corresponding to the initial data (T, £). Then II k r llz.
Y(t,U(t))dtSC 18 (R,U 0 ,T).
2
(t,7W) S C(||^|| H , T) due to Lemma 4.3. Moreover, let U be in general a nonoptimal control for the initial data (T, £). Let the trajectory which corresponds to (T, C,U)be y(t, x;C,U) and that which corresponds to (T, ft U) be y(t, T; £;£/).
r\y, c -r\x, <n s n(y(T, r, C; u)) -<p o ( y {T, v, ft u)) + j {G(t,y(t,t;£U))-&(t,y(t,r,$;U))}dt.
(4.18)
Since cp 0 is Frechet differentiable, it is locally Lipschitz,
\<Po(y(T))-<Po(y(T))\^C(\\y\\ H ,\\y\\ H )\\y-y\\ H .
Hence, using Lemmas 4.1-4.3, we get Let us now establish the continuity with respect to time. For this purpose, we construct a special control [/(•) in the following way:
\9oWT))-<Po(y(T))\£C(\\C\\H,K\\n)K-e\\H-(4.19) Now consider the integral term in (4.18). Using Hypothesis 2.7, we get
{S(t,yXt))-S(t,y(t))}dt
{@(t,y(t))-®(t,y(t))}dt^C(U\\ H
with ii^t^T.
Here U is the optimal control corresponding to the initial data (t, Q. Let y and j be, respectively, the trajectories corresponding to Let the initial datum £ e H for the moment. Then since y is optimal and y is nonoptimal, we have
r\x, Q -r\t, C] S <Po(y(T, r, £ u)) -n(y(T, t, £ u))
{& ( 
\My(T,t;y(t,T;£U 0 );U))-(p 0 (y(T,t;£U))\^C(U\\ H )\\y(t,v,£U 0 )-C\\H-(4.24)
Now we note that, using Hypotheses 2.7-2.8, we can estimate We can also prove the Bellman principle of optimality which holds under rather general conditions: 
], u(t))-Y(t, u(t)) ], s/y(t) + ^{y(t))) H -@(t, y(t)) ^ n/4 >
Pontryagin maximum principle via Hamilton-Jacobi-BeJIman equations
We derive the maximum principle using a method introduced by Barron and Jensen [4] (see also [3] ). The main advantage of this method is that it closely follows the formal derivation of the maximum principle from the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. However, unlike the classical procedure which requires C 2 regularity on the value function, this method only requires the value function to be continuous. As remarked in Section 4, we only consider the case of constraint-free final state (i.e. 
)))=-<a*[P y 1T\(t,$(t,r,C, U)), U)-Y(t, U).
(5.5)
Moreover, ifp(-) e C([x, T]; H) solves the adjoint system (2.13), then p(t) = [,D y^( t,y(t, T; C; U)l V t e [x, T\-
Proof. The proof of this theorem uses the fact that the value function is a viscosity subsolution. We first show that the function if{-, •) has enough regularity properties to serve as the test function for the viscosity solution technique.
• The initial condition for (5.7) was derived in the following way. Let S(t) be the holomorphic semigroup generated by -srf. Then, as observed in [13] , the solution of (5.1)-(5.2) is given by 
P z(t, s; t;U) = S(t-s)£+ S(t-r ) ( -JT{z(r, s; £ U)) + <MU(r)) dr.
Hence, for t almost everywhere in [s, T ] , -TT(t, z(t, s; t, U)) = -0 ( t , s; C, U))-Y(t, U(t)).
That is, for T ^ s ^ f ^ T, and for t almost everywhere in 
{0(r, y(r, t + e;C, U)) + Y(r, U(r))} dr + (p o (y(T, t + e; f; U)) {0(r,y(r, t; £, U))+Y(r, U(r))} dr -<p o (y(T, t; f, U))
T
{0(r, y(r, t + E ;£ £/)) -&(r, y(r, t; £
+ {^0(j(T, t + e; C; I/)) -n(y(T, t; f, t/))}.
Hence, , j(r, t; f, f/)), Now substituting from the adjoint equation (2.13),
d t r(t,o^ -&(t,o-r(t, t)(t)) +
Substituting for $(t), and using the maximum principle (Theorem 2.11), we get 
{©(r, y(r, t + e;£U)) + Y(r, U(r))} dr + cp o {y(T, t + e;£ U))
{0(r, y(r, t; £ U)) + Y(r, U(r))} dr -9o {y{T, t; £ U))
{©(r, y(r, t + a;£ U)) -©(r, y(r, t; £ I/))} dr Comparing (6.1) with (6.2) (and also noting Remark 4.8) we get (2.14) with p(t)ed^'f(t,C)-Note also that the right-hand side of (6.2) is integrable in time and hence
{&(r,y(r,t;C,U(t)))+Y(U(t))}dr
Concluding remarks
(1) The version of the maximum principle proven in Sections 4 and 5 is weaker than that in Section 3 because it does not incorporate the target set.
(2) As remarked in [13] , lack of lower semicontinuity of the cost functional (in particular due to nonconvexity of Y(t, •)) will lead to Young measure-valued optimal controls. Existence of such controls is studied in [12]. It is of interest then to develop and extend the maximum principle and feedback analysis established in the present paper to such controls.
